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surgical instruments, the generation of minimally invasive 
endoscopic spine surgery has long and gradually matured. 
Compared to traditional surgical procedures on the spine, 
MISES shifts from traditional gross anatomy to microscopic 
microanatomy, from robust tactile annotation to microscop-
ic surgery with fragile tactile annotation, and tertiary. It has 
changed from the original imagination and foresight to two 
dimensions. Visibility. This sharpens the learning curve of 
traditional spine surgeons in spinal endoscopic surgery.

In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, we have released 
community remote coaching for MISES movies by ortho-
paedists. This training mode is not optimal for preventing 
the spread of COVID-19, but it can also significantly reduce 
curve insights and increase training effectiveness. These are 
of paramount importance for commercializing standardized 
MISES during the COVID-19 epidemic among orthopae-
dists. Regarding coaching practices, the Spine Minimally 
Invasion Centre at Chosho Hospital produced two widely 
distributed online knowledge-sharing films and surgical 
films weekly on the rationale stage of MISES. Theoretical 
lectures and surgical video events were held at community 
distances with funding from one or two senior physicians. 
The order of the lectures is to give a theoretical lecture first, 
and the cause of video surgery is observed. All tours were 
conducted in a loop every 2 months. The absent college stu-
dent had to reconfirm.
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Description

The huge unfold of mutant lines along with Omicron have 
positioned the epidemic prevention and manage in a high-
strain country for a long term in China. Due to the manager 
of humans amassing and social distancing restrictions, of-
fline scientific schooling and schooling had been substan-
tially affected. The conventional spinal endoscopic surgical 
operation schooling mode can’t meet the growing schooling 
wishes of backbone surgeons. This looks at aimed to dis-
cover the community distance coaching of minimally inva-
sive spinal endoscopic surgical operation motion pictures 
of orthopedist amid COVID-19 pandemic. The outbreak of 
COVID-19 due to the fact December 2019 has grown to be 
the maximum extreme essential public fitness occasion that 
mankind has confronted in a long time become first detect-
ed in South Africa on nine November 2021, and the pow-
erful replica quantity and fundamental replica quantity of 
the Omicron variation elicited 3.8 and 2.5 instances better 
transmissibility than the Delta variation, which prompted a 
worldwide explosion. The Chinese authorities has followed 
very strict epidemic manage measures too efficaciously and 
speedy manage the outbreak and unfold of COVID-19. This 
led to reduced slippage of people and meetings, closure of 
agencies and production, and closure of schools. Offline sci-
ence training and school education are also greatly affected. 
Traditional versions of endoscopic spine surgery training 
cannot meet the evolving training needs of spine surgeons, 
especially during the COVID-19 epidemic. Minimally inva-
sive spine is a requirement of affected people, an improved 
route for spinal surgery, and endoscopy is currently the larg-
est minimally invasive generation. Total endoscopy has the 
advantages of much less impact on spinal stability, much 
less trauma, shorter hospital stays, faster postoperative re-
covery, and less scientific burden, so patients and spine sur-
geons. It is getting more and more interest. With the rapid 
improvement in overall endoscopic surgery and the idea of 


